Accelerating the Development of Fusion Power

SOFE Town Hall Meeting
Monday June 27, 2011  7-9 pm
Room CC22BC, Hyatt Regency McCormick Place

There will be a SOFE Town Hall meeting to stimulate discussion on the topic of “Accelerating the Development of Fusion Power.”

Town Meeting Agenda:

7 pm  Panel Discussion and Q&A
    Introduction – Dale Meade
    Breaking the Mold for a New Strategy – Ray Fonck
    Perspective from China on Accelerating Fusion Development – Jiangang Li
    Fusion... How do we do more, sooner? John Sethian
    Insights from US ITER: Strategies for Accelerating Fusion Energy as a Project – Ned Sauthoff
    Elements of a Faster Inertial Fusion Approach – Mike Dunne

8 pm  Audience Comments and Continued Discussion
9 pm  Wrap Up and Concluding Remarks

Refreshments (beer and popcorn) will be served. A web site has been setup to facilitate discussion and provide a record of the discussion. Attendees are encouraged to submit comments or papers on the topics related to “Accelerating the Development of Fusion Power” for posting on the web site at [http://fire.pppl.gov/sofe_town_meet_2011.html](http://fire.pppl.gov/sofe_town_meet_2011.html). Send comments or papers for posting to dmeade@pppl.gov.